CONGRATULATIONS!! YOU HAVE MADE THE FIRST STEP TO CREATING A PIECE FROM A GRAPH

GUIDELINES FOR GRAPHGHANS READ CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Thank you for choosing to crochet a graph made by me. HAPPY CROCHETING!!

The following pattern is written in simple crochet terms.

You will need: **Craft Scissors** **Aluminum hook of your choice (prefer H)**

**At least a skein of each color to start with. Preferably Worst weight 100% acrylic, such as Red Heart Super Saver.**

I will tell you how big your graph is, once you have the dimensions, your starting chain would be the first number plus 1.

EXAMPLE ONLY: CHECK THE LAST PAGE OF YOUR GRAPH FOR MEASUREMENT DETAILS

IF Your pattern measures __150__ X __199__ so you would chain __151_____ then single crochet 1st stitch IN THE 2ND CHAIN FROM HOOK.

• You can add a border while you work the patterns just remember to keep the ratio the same. For example, if you want a 10 stitch border, you add 10 rows to the top and bottom of the graph. If you choose you can add your border when you’re finished.

• 1. Work the pattern from bottom to top.

• 2. My patterns are worked using the first sc of each row as well as a turning chain on the last SC then turn to start new row.

• 3. Start at the bottom left hand corner or bottom right corner. The next row you will work from right to left or left to right and so on. Great tip if you start from left to right even number rows are work from the right. I like to mark my rows on each side with an arrow telling me which way to go, in case I have to reference it at a later time.

• 4. I print out the pattern and cut and tape them together, the pattern usually will be 1-6 pages depending on size. I put the pattern in a page protector and use a marker and mark off my rows.

• 5. You can use any colors you like in the patterns.

• 6. When changing colors, work your stitch to the last 2 loops before you finish the stitch. When you have the last 2 stitches on your hook, you yarn over and pull thru the new color and continue. You can cut and tie each color change, or carry color using bobbins.

• 7. You have written permission from ©Hookagraph creations to sell your finished product. However, you may not duplicate and sell this pattern without written consent.

• 8. Enjoy your pattern and feel free to always ask questions.

• These patterns have not been tested
- This pattern includes only what is shown in the picture. You may add a border if you choose after or during your pattern. Afterwards, a nice granny square pattern is ideal for Pictureghans. During the pattern process you can add your border. By adding the same amount of stitches to each side and top and bottom to stay uniform. So if your pattern is 30 x 30 you would add 5 sc at each end and 5 rows to start and end with. Making your pattern 40 x 40.
- Use bobbins, to help you carry the yarn to prevent cutting and tying your yarn during color changes.
- STOP!! Every 8-10 rows tie in your ends. Wrong side will be the back to the right side (the side you will be showing).
- THIS IS A FREE PATTERN. PLEASE DO NOT SHARE. IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED IN THE PATTERN. PLEASE REFER THEM BACK TO WWW.HOOKAGRAPh.COM

These patterns are requested to size. Size does differ depending on hook, yarn and tension.

Care for your item: Care: Can be machine washed, tumble dried and dry cleaned; do not bleach or iron

Please see this video to assist you: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Uxz2scGjc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Uxz2scGjc)

These statements are not proprietary. I do reserve the right to change them anytime without prior notice.
This graph was graphed from a picture on the world wide web, there are no copyright infringements intended.
This graph was graphed from a picture on the world wide web, there are no copyright infringements intended.
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